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Investors patience 
rewarded

European markets reached new highs, above the January 

2022 peak, set before the start of the Ukraine war, now at 

its 2nd anniversary (24th February). European equities are 

up around 30% since the 2022 lows, reminding us that 

patience is a virtue when it comes to investing. 

This trend has recently benefitted from improving 

economic data, within a still weak growth scenario. In 

particular, private-sector activity surveys hit their highest 

level in eight months, showing signs of relief, except for 

Germany amid very weak manufacturing activity. 

Moving ahead, markets should favour companies with the 

ability to further generate earnings and later on small caps 

when the ECB will cut rates.

“Despite the new highs, opportunities remain in European large 

caps with strong profitability, while small caps may benefit later on.”

23 February 2024
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Explore opportunities in European equity
After the recent rise and given the still weak growth outlook, 
investors should focus on more resilient companies which offer 
appealing valuations. 

Start to look at European small cap for later opportunities
Small and medium capitalization stocks are more cyclical in nature. 
Further improvements in the economic cycle later in the year when the 
ECB will cut rates could favour a return of interest in this segment. 

European equity markets fully 

recovered the losses of 2022 and are 

back at new highs.

Economic activity data shows signs of 

improvement in an overall still weak 

environment. 

The ECB should start to cut rates later 

in May, favouring a return of interest to 

Europe and potentially to small caps.

Two years after the Russia-Ukraine war 
European equities are back to new highs

Source: Amundi Investment Institute, Bloomberg. STOXX600 
Europe Index at 23 February 2024. Base 100 at 1 Jan 2018.
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Equity markets hit all-time highs in developed markets, supported by 

optimism around artificial-intelligence and better than expected economic 

data. China equities were also positive at a time of celebration for the 

Year of the Dragon. Bond yields ended the week with little changes.

World

United States

Europe

Japan

Emerging markets 

Global aggregate 

Euro aggregate

Emerging markets
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Commodities,FX and short term rates

Government 
bond yields

2 and 10 years 
government bond 

yields and 1 week 
change

1.46%

1.66%

1.15%

2.66%

1.19%

0.43%

0.30%

0.66%

Trend represented refer to 1 week changes. Please refer to the last page for additional information. 

US 4.69 p 4.25 q

Germany 2.85 p 2.36 q

France 2.84 q 2.83 q

Italy 3.37 q 3.80 q

UK 4.52 q 4.03 q

Japan 0.16 p 0.71 q
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2035.4 76.49 1.08 150.51 1.27 7.20 3.93 5.41
+1.1% - 3.4% +0.4% +0.2% +0.6% +0.0%

Trend represented refer to 1 week changes. Please refer to the last page for additional information. 

YTD

Flash PMIs print in the US confirms economic 
resilience. Cost pressures eased in February

February’s PMIs data confirmed the message of a 
resilient economy at the start of the year. 
Manufacturing PMI (17-month high) improved further 
while Services and Composite PMIs were slightly 
worse compared to January’s print, but still signalling 
expansion. PMIs also signal easing cost pressures.

Survey of economic activity signals relief ahead for 
the Eurozone. Germany on a different route.

Thursday’s print of Flash PMIs signalled the third 
consecutive improvement in the Composite figure for 
the Eurozone, driven by services. Manufacturing 
posted a slightly worse performance than in January. 
For Germany the picture is different, as composite 
indicators declined for the fourth consecutive month, 
dragged again by manufacturing. 

China’s PBoC cut 5-year loan prime rate (LPR) by 
25bp, larger than expected. 

China’s PBoC cut 5-year loan prime rate but kept
1-year LPR unchanged at 3.45%. Since 5y LPR is 
the benchmark for mortgage rate, this move is 
intended to support the real estate market with a 
targeted approach. We don’t see this cut as a game 
changer, unless PBoC continues to cut at this pace 
across all tenors in the next three months. 
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Source: Bloomberg , data as at 23 Feb 2024

Please refer to the last page for additional information on the indices.
Source: Bloomberg , data as at 23 Feb 2024

Source: Bloomberg , data as at 23 Feb 2024
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Equity and bond markets (chart)

Source: Bloomberg. Markets are represented by the 
following indices: World Equities = MSCI AC World Index 
(USD) United States = S&P 500 (USD), Europe = Europe 
Stoxx 600 (EUR), Japan = TOPIX (YEN), Emerging Markets 
= MSCI Emerging (USD), Global Aggregate = Bloomberg 
Global Aggregate USD Euro Aggregate = Bloomberg Euro 
Aggregate (EUR), Emerging = JPM EMBI Global Diversified 
(USD)

All indices are calculated on spot prices and are gross of 
fees and taxation.

Government bond yields (table), Commodities, FX and 
short term rates.

Source: Bloomberg, data as at 23 February 2024.

*Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against 
a loss.

GLOSSARY

bp: Base Points

Purchasing Managers' Indices (PMI): PMI Indices are
economic indicators derived from monthly surveys of private
sector companies. A reading above 50 indicates an
improvement, while a reading below 50 indicates a decline.

GDP: Gross Domestic Product.

MoM: month over month growth.

PBoC : People’s Bank of China.

Small caps: stock market cap of $250 million to $2 billion.

QoQ: Quarter on quarter.

YoY: Year over year growth.

YTD: Year to date.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This document is solely for informational purposes.

This document does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation of any 

security or any other product or service. Any securities, products, or services referenced may not be registered 
for sale with the relevant authority in your jurisdiction and may not be regulated or supervised by any 
governmental or similar authority in your jurisdiction.

Any information contained in this document may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or 
redisseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or 

products or indices.

Furthermore, nothing in this document is intended to provide tax, legal, or investment advice.

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document is from Amundi Asset Management SAS and is 
as of 23 February 2024. Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against a loss. This document is 
provided on an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this 

information. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future 
performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The views expressed regarding market and economic trends are those 
of the author and not necessarily Amundi Asset Management SAS and are subject to change at any time based on 
market and other conditions, and there can be no assurance that countries, markets or sectors will perform as 
expected. These views should not be relied upon as investment advice, a security recommendation, or as an 

indication of trading for any Amundi product.

Investment involves risks, including market, political, liquidity and currency risks.

Furthermore, in no event shall any person involved in the production of this document have any liability for any 
direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other 
damages.
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